FIELD Day, 1903, was not exciting. None of the contests were close enough to arouse any general interest, and 1906 secured the honor of being the first class to win all three contests with greatest ease. The trouncing which the Freshmen got was pathetic, but they are themselves to blame. The support given their teams both at and before Field Day was more wretched than that given by 1906. A small burst of enthusiasm following their dinner at the Union died away and a state of peace, not earned at the price of eternal vigilance, settled down over the newcomers. The few men out for the teams worked manfully, but with a dormant class behind them their courage was low. The second half of the football game showed a plucky rally on the part of 1907, and had this sort of playing appeared at the first of the contest a touchdown might have eased the smart of the drubbing. Of course the track was wretched for running, and the snow on the west side made all but the most daring take that turn cautiously. At its best the narrow, unbanked path which the men were forced to use made passing a matter of pretty fine work, but no such arguments can hide the fact that 1906 pulled away and won by rods, not inches, though some of the laps were run with little or no change in the relative positions of the runners. The tug-of-war proved itself a farce; twenty-one seconds of good team work sufficed to pull 1907 over the line; the Freshmen did not seem to realize that things had started.

Looking at points other than the actual contest we find a mixture of encouraging and discouraging features. The students were kept off the field completely, not more than six or seven unauthorized persons reaching the inside of the track, and the small boy element was well in check. In spite of the rawness of the day, many girls were present, and the pitifully empty grand-stand had a good showing of "the other fellows’ sisters." So far so good, but on the other hand the cheering was wretched and far from well handled; cheering during signals was prominent and only a few of the men on the bleachers entered into the yells, while nearly all of the work for 1907 was done by Juniors.